JANUARY 2021 Newsletter ~ December Results

Executive Senior
Sales Director
Unin Accomplishmenns:
5X Circle of Excellence
10X QLFD for
Pink Cadillac

Karrie Sramek

LaRoma Thomas

Janice Gregory

Annette Pace

2020-2021 GOAL:
Half Million Circle
Of Achievemenn
MONTHLY GOALS:
Wholesale Production:
$16,000
New Unit Members:

5

Track your way to
2nd Qrt STAR by
December 15th:
Login to Mary Kay
Intouch, click on
“Business Tools”, “My
Business”, and then click
on “Contest and Career
Opportunities”, and you
can view your status It
will show your credits
to date, and how far
away you are from being
at the next level.

Brenda Payton

Julie Turner

Altia Wilcox

Sharon Austin

Joyce Rodgers

Team Leader

Team Leader

Team Builder

Star Team Builder

Star Team Builder

1 Karrie Sramek
2 LaRoma Thomas
3 Janice Gregory
4 Laura Ahl
5 Julie Turner
6 Carla Horan
7 Michelle Brummett
8 Elaine Cummings
9 Brenda Payton
10 Peggy Belkoski

$16,933.00
$9,513.00
$9,014.00
$7,917.00
$6,815.00
$6,453.00
$5,085.00
$5,001.00
$4,799.00
$4,175.00

(based on Weekly Accomplishment Sheets)

1 Karrie Sramek

$4,291.00

2 Michelle Brummett
3 Peggy Belkoski
4 Karen Stevens

$1,538.00
$1,529.00
$1,463.00

Spring Tool Kin

WEEKLY ACCOMPLISHMENT SHEETS (W.A.S) RECOGNITION!
Don’t forget to submit W.A.S. by the 2nd of each month for the
previous month for recognition in this newsletter.
Thanks for sending your weekly accomplishment sheets

Peggy Belkoski, Michelle Brummett,
Karrie Sramek, *Melissa Ziemer
Nanional Courn
of Sales
($40,000 Renail)

QUEEN OF WHOLESALE

Karrie Sramek

GO Give Courn
of Sales
($20,000 Renail)

♥♥♥

Joyce Rodgers
$1,134.00

Nanional Courn
of Sharing
(24 or more New
Qlfd Recruits)

Go Give Courn
of Sharing
(12 or more New
Qualified Recruits)

♥♥♥

Karrie Sramek
Janice Gregory
LaRoma Thomas
Kimberly Lutgring
Katy Johnson
Nancy Denning
Margaret Weber
Marcia Hargrave
Yvonne Stewart
Marcella Hahn
Linda Fisher

Alnia Wilcox
$1,118.00

Kari Brazelton
Brenda Payton
Laura Ahl
Michelle Brummett
Billie Heckel
Deb Birkett
Kathryn Johnson
Diane Kraft
Cierra Blough
Phyllis Claridge
Donna Mefford

Annenne Pace
$5,201.75

Laurie Shafer
Paula Minton
Kelly Pace
Deborah Ours
Rosa Carnahan
Michelle Scavnicky
Amy Rutledge
Sylvia Heim
Jennifer Henderson
Carolyn Minkley
Valerie Angeli

Peggy Belkoski
Donna Martin
Kim Keim
Melissa Long
Karen Stevens
Connie Budleski
Joyce Rodgers
Jackie McQuinn

PCP SPRING 2021Participants
Karrie Sramek, Julie Turner, Yvonne Stewart, Donna Chapman, Michelle Brummett, Laura Ahl, Carla Horan, Kelly Pace, Brenda Payton, Janice Qregory, Peggy
Belkoski, Karen Stevens, Altia Wilcox, Jill Ledbetter, Elaine Cummings, Brenda
Brazelton, Diane Kraft, Mariann Baker, Christine Emge, Sharon Qoodson, Melissa
McQuire, Ann Borders Burns, Laurie Shafer, Annette Pace
Keep Your Business Growing register your Customers to receive their Summer Look Book 2/16/21.

Seminar Year Spark a Chain Reacnion Winners
Year (for placing $600+ order)

Karrie Sramek
Jewelry Earned 6

LaRoma Thomas
Jewelry Earned 6

Laura Ahl
Jewelry Earned 4

Janice Qregory
Jewelry Earned 4

Elaine Cummings
Jewelry Earned 3

Carla Horan
Jewelry Earned 2

Susan Krieg
Jewelry Earned 1

Peggy Belkoski
Jewelry Earned 1

(2nd Quarter WINNERS!!)

Janice Gregory, Karrie Sramek,
LaRoma Thomas, Brenda Payton,
Michelle Brummett, Billie Heckel

Julie Turner
Jewelry Earned 4

Sharon Qoodson
Jewelry Earned 1

Annette Pace
Jewelry Earned 2

Name
Jane Laib
Cyndi Crall
Jeri Lynn Haugen
Dorothy Weinheimer
Becky Kamp
Altia Wilcox
Jennifer Henderson
Erin Emery
Michelle Mosby
Jean Neidig
Folly Nelson
Casey Pond
Laura Schmitzer

Date
2/1
2/2
2/4
2/4
2/13
2/15
2/23
2/25
2/25
2/25
2/26
2/28
2/28

Name

Year

Marcella Hahn
Lisa May
Jennifer Henderson
Karen Myers
Jill Ledbetter
Susan Krieg
Cyndi Crall
Julie Zarr
Christaleah Carlson
Peggy Eastham
Karrie Sramek
Deanna Young
Megan Bednarczyk
Karen Stevens
Jackie McQuinn
Kelly Pace
Paige Winsett

40th
39th
32nd
28th
28th
27th
26th
23rd
19th
18th
17th
17th
15th
14th
9th
6th
2nd

To these Reinstated Consultants December:
Place a $250.00 wholesale each month of the
Seminar Year. (may miss one month)

Michelle Brummett, Janice Gregory,
Brenda Payton, Karrie Sramek,
Laura Ahl (missed November),
LaRoma Thomas

Kari Brazelton, Rosa Carnahan. Phyllis Claridge,
Nancy Denning, Marcia Hargrave,
Jennifer Henderson, Kimberly Lutgring,
Deborah Ours, Amy Rutledge, Margaret Weber

It’stAlltAbouttSharing!t
AretYoutReadytTotMovetUp?tReachtOut!t
Annette Pace
Pacesetter Unit

Future Executive Sr.
Sabes Director:
Lou Cinda Utbey

To Submit DIQ Card meet these
Qualifications below:

NSD
Linda Toupin

Must be a Star Consultant in either the
previous quarter or have at least $1,800
Must be personally active the month
before entering the DIQ program
Must have 10 active Team Members .

• To be on Target: must

be personally active
& have 5 active Team Members. Place a
$5000 combined team-personal Section in
one calendar month.
• To earn: 1-4 months you & Team order
combined 20,000 Section 1.
• You have 14 active Team Members
• Personal Team members.

• Privilege to wear a DIQ

Scarf.
• Have 8 or more active

personal Team Members.
• You must be active

Consultants who moved up in RED font
* = inactive (N, I1, I2, I3) at this time, # = T status at this time
*To become ACTIVE you must place a $225 wholesale order.

Senior Sabes Director
Jan Siesky

Sr Sabes Director
Karen Bonura

Sabes Director
Teresa Gregory

Team Leaders
Recruiter: Brenda Payton
Elaine Cummings
Terri L. Qrant
Wilma Herrenbruck
Kathleen Koch
Melodye Lemon
Melissa McQuire
* Janet Beem
* Christy Browning
* Fern Chamberlain
* Becky Kamp
* Susan Krieg
* Heather D. Rogers
* Karen Myers
* Lisa Zizzo
# Sharon Durkee
Recruiter: Julie A. Turner
Nancy Denning
Kim Mullen
Deborah Ours
Beth Pace
Amy Rutledge
* Jacquelyn Deusner
* Teresa McDurmon
* Kristen Turner
# Laura Kuhn
# Nancy Marshall
# Maria Turner
# Amber Yazvac
# Katie York
Recruiter: Altia Wilcox
Makaila Blackburn
Jamie Broeker
Melissa Long
Kimberly Lutgring
LaRoma Thomas
* Cynthia Huff
# Yelonda Heneisen
# Angela Sampson
# Paige Winsett

Sabes Director
Mebodye Lemon

Sabes Director
Angeba Lindsey

Sabes Director
Jacqui Hodges

Sabes Director
Judy Dutton

Sabes Director
Cheryb Darbing

Sabes Director
Sarah Maddox

Star Team Builder
Recruiter: Sharon Austin
Valerie Angeli
Sylvia Heim
Laura Schmitzer
* Billie Robertson
# Whitney Kissel
Recruiter: Joyce Rodgers
Mariann Mason
Jean Burns
Michelle Scavnicky

Senior Consultants
Laura Ahl
Makaila Blackburn
Chris Qolden
Sharon Qoodson
Jill Hall
Billie Heckel
Nancy Hoppenstedt
Carla Horan
Jill Ledbetter

Commission Level
9: Commission Love Checks

Annette Pace

$588.09

9: Commission Love Checks

Altia Wilcox
Julie Turner
Brenda Payton

$100.62
$75.58
$2.25

6: Commission Love Checks

Joyce Rodgers

$65.82

4: Commission Love Checks
Sharon Goodson, Sharon Austin,
Nancy Hoppenstedt, Laura Ahl

Add a Team Member today & receive one!

Hello Pacesetters!
What a year it has been! I know I am not alone in saying that I am “Covid weary”!! We
are all weary of the shut downs and being home and away from events and our friends!
Let us pray that this will soon be over and we can return to our lives! Unfortunately, we
will be doing Career Conference virtually. You will have a chance to register on line.
You will be able to listen to National Sales Directors and Top Directors on line. I look
forward to some great training!
Because our company had the ingredients and the equipment to produce hand sanitizer,
we were considered an essential company. This enabled us to remain open during the
pandemic. We donated to Health Care establishments throughout the nation. Even
though some of our distribution centers were shut down at times, we were able to
continue production of most of our products. There have been some delays and some
products back ordered because we could not get some of the ingredients to produce
them. Make sure you check intouch for products that are back ordered.
There is an abundance of training on marykayintouch for virtual parties and selling.
We have learned a new and different way to market our products. I prefer face to face in
order to build relationships, but that has not been possible for the past year. I am so
happy that we have remained open and are able to service our customers. If you have
not used the Customer Delivery Service, you need to check it out. It is an easy way to
make sure your customers are getting their products. They are mailed from the
company. If you do not have a web page, call the company and have that set up so you
can take advantage of the CDS.
It is that dreaded time of the year TAXES!! I sent a tracking sheet to you via email that I
have used for several years. If you did not receive it, go to the Pacesetter web page
www.annettepace.com . Go to Consultant Training and then to Miscellaneous and
Forms. If you have not taken your end of year inventory and your mileage for 2020,
make sure you do that ASAP. You can download a Consultant Inventory Form from
intouch. There is also information available for figuring your taxes on intouch. I have
always used an accountant for my taxes. I was audited one time several years ago.
That is when I realized how important it is to use a professional and one who understands in home businesses!!
I hope you have thought about your 2021 Mary Kay
goals! It is never too late to set lofty goals! You will
never know until you have tried!! So glad I worked my
business consistently in order to build a lucrative income! Let me know if you would like to share your
goals with me.
Happy New Year!

Annette

1.

Count your inventory. Do it as if you were placing an order online. Then it will total it out for you and you can print it out
for your records.

2.

Clean out your starter kit. Take everything outl clean it upl and put it all back inl and you will want to hold a class.

3.

Clean out your “on the go” inventory. Make sure you have at least one of everything and several of those things you sell
the most.

4.

Separate your limited and discontinued items out from your inventory. Use them as hostess giftsl door prizesl in a discount basketl or as a gift with purchase. These items take up valuable space in your stock.

5.

Place an order to fill in any gaps in your inventory. Be sure and check you class supplies and restock them so you will be
ready for the New Year.

6.

Purge your customer file. Hire someone to do itl or personally call each customer to make sure that they are happy with
their productsl fill any needs they have and check for phone numbers and address changes.

7.

Go over your calendar for January- highlight when you want to hold classes. Decide on a hostess contest for each month
of the year so you will have a reason to book.

8.

Add up all your receipts for your tax info so you can start fresh for 2018. To keep up with personal use… type a list of
those items you sue most and their retail price beside them. Tape it to the door of your inventory closet with a pen and
them put a has mark as you take it off you shelf.

9.

Add up your sales for the year. If you have been doing your weekly accomplishment sheetsl you have this number already. Plan to start 2019 on day one and keep up with it all year.

10. Do all of the above after 9pm at night and before 9am in the morning… except for calling your customers!

Design the Time of Your Life ~ This blog by Sheryl Adkins-Green, Chief Marketing Officer at MK is awesome!
Please take the time to read and absorb it. Shared by FESD Lou Cinda Utley

Why is it so easy to make resolutions and so hard to keep them? It’s because it’s difficult to change behaviors if we don’t change our daily
routine. Whether we realize it or not, we’re often on auto-pilot, and despite our best intentions, we default back to the familiar.
Disclaimer: This blog is not about planning a dream vacation or the ultimate party. If however, you want to create more time to invest in your
professional and personal goals in the New Year, please keep reading.
Time is truly priceless. Money can’t buy it, and once it’s spent, you can never get it back. You already know the wide variety of career, family and
social demands competing for your time and attention, so I won’t waste time describing the problem, and instead jump straight to a framework
I’ve used successfully. I call it “D-signing Time”. Whenever my schedule cannot accommodate all that I want to do and need to do, I “D-sign” my
time using the following steps:
Step One:
Determine your priorities. May Kay Ash consistently taught the power of a “Six Most Important Things to Do Today List”. This simple habit can
create a daily discipline that facilitates the consistent achievement of success one day at a time.
Step Two:
Decide to accept the fact that no matter how smart you are, how well you multi-task, or how hard you try, you cannot squeeze more than 24
hours into a day – (except perhaps when you fly from New York to California!) Until and unless you decide you have to make choices and trade offs, you will spread your energy and attention too thin. Instead of giving the “best of you”, you wind up giving “the rest of you” that’s leftover from
trying to do too much.
Step Three:
Make changes and tradeoffs using the following questions:
What can I Delete? If you’re a ‘can-do’ woman, (and aren’t we all?!), then the hardest thing to do is say “no”, or do less. Yet one of the most
common keys to success cited by successful people across all professions is their ability to know when and how to say “no”. Sometimes the best
way to determine what you can stop doing is simply take a routine item off of your to do list and see if anyone notices, or minds.
What can You Delay? When can you say, “Yes, but not now.”? There’s no doubt we live in an age of instant gratification, but that doesn’t mean
everything is required immediately. ASAP is often interpreted as “right now!”, but remember, it stands for as soon as possible, and we need to
remind folks sometimes “possible” may take a little time.
What can you Decrease? What can you simplify? What is the minimum effort/output that will be satisfactory? Does every meeting need to be 30
or 60 minutes? Not always! As often as possible, I actually schedule my meetings for 20 or 45 minutes, which provides me with time to stay current with emails, phone calls and quick follow-ups.
What can you Delegate? Who can help you accomplish what needs to be done? Are you leveraging the full talent of your team? Are you taking
full advantage of ways technology can streamline your efforts? The next time someone offers to help you, don’t be so quick to say, “No, I’m fine.”
Qive them the opportunity to help you so you can leverage their expertise in the future if/when you need to.
Step Four:
Define and defend your time boundaries. Once you’ve determined how best to use your time, don’t give others free access. How many times
has a colleague asked you if you have a minute, and then taken 10 minutes or more? How many times have you arrived promptly for a meeting
that started late, had no agenda, and ended with a decision to hold a follow-up meeting?! Protect your time by being more insistent that others
be prepared to make the most of your time. Also be mindful of when and how you might be sabotaging your time boundaries by spending too
much time rethinking past events or worrying. Worrying is like a rocking chair, it gives you something to do, but it doesn’t get you anywhere.
Channel that energy into action!
When people are not pursuing all that they desire, lack of time is the most common reason – aka excuse – that is given. How many times have
you said or heard, “I don’t know where I’m going to find the time to do _______.” There is no such thing as finding time. Time is not sitting in a
box in your closet or your garage. You need to make time for what matters to you by thinking differently and purposely about how you design
your time. As Mary Kay Ash would always say, “You can do it!”
Do you have any tips for “d-signing” your time in the New Year?

POWER
STARTOVER IN
JANUARY
This is an awesome bist Choose
onby 1-5 ideas for this month and
put them to use TODAY!!!! Remember January is POWER
START-OVER month!!! Here
are some ways to find cbients.
YOU are a master booker, master
sebber and master recruiter! Tebb
yoursebf that everyday, abb day,
and you wibb be unstoppable! Fibb
your datebook with sebbing appointments - keep cabbing untib
you have a minimum of 30 faces
in the next 30 days. Isn’t it fantastic to know that
30 faces in 30 days shoubd
put over $1,000 profit
in your pocket?
By working fubb-circbe and
offering the business
opportunity to each woman, you
coubd be wearing your Red
Jacket and on-target for your
free car by the end of the month!
Remember to bet
everyone know that your
Mary Kay website is avaibabbe
24/7 and that you wibb enrobb them
in your PCP! Won’t it be exciting
to choose 1 - 5
different ideas for next month and
continue to enjoy the “price” for
success?!?!

•

Referrabs: ask everyone, cbient and
faciab, for the name of at beast 5 peopbe who woubd enjoy a free makeover

•

Modeb Makeovers for your before and
after portfobio: offer to feature their
business card.

•

Hand out business cars with sampbes
or hostess speciabs.

•

Item for a Penny: invite 3 or more non
-MK guest over the ager of 18.

•

Scavenger Hunt, Bridab or Baby
showers. Do mother/daughter makeovers.

•

Conversationab Booking for a Unit
Meeting Modeb

•

Work with a store to set up a fish
bowb to enter into a drawing for their
gift certificate and yours or putting
out a Faciab Boxes

•

Contact: brides, new moms, teachers,
PTA, newcomers to town, or even
your husband’s office

•

Second faciabs with friends from faciabs. Abso book spa or gbamour
cbasses.

•

Offices bike doctor or dentist - beave
Look Book. Go to organizations, Girb
Scout troops, teams, retirement
homes, etc. and offer your services to
teach about skincare and gbamour
techniques.

•

Cabb cancebbed appointments and reschedube.

•

Have birthday party makeovers at
your home once a month for abb customers cebebrating their birthday that
month. Ask them to bring their best
friend.

•

Make sebective “wibd” debiveries to
cbients with babboons. Be sure to give
her extra books and sabes tickets and
offer her free product for outside orders.

•

Turn faciabs into cbasses: “Oh by the
way, I can do 3 or 4 faces as easiby as
one, so if you’d bike to share your
appt. with a few friends, we’bb have
bots of fun. And you know, as women,
we don’t even bike to got the bathroom abone.” (Laugh with her.)

•

Cabb business owners and offer to do a
seminar on How to Make A Good
First Impression. Set up dispbays at
cbothes stores.

•

Ask co-workers from past jobs, or
offer TimeWise or Botanicabs products to those cbients who did not purchase it before.

•

Ask dermatobogists or pbastic sur-

You can do it!

geons if you can introduce them to
our product bine. Offer to work with
them and their recovery patients.
Mary Kay Medicab Rebations can send
them a physicians' packet up on request.

•

Have guests write a bittbe note to their
friend on a coupon for “$5 off any
purchased with makeover.” that you
wibb send to their referred names.

•

Abways were your MK pin if your
hair and make-up book good. Make
sure to put an MK sticker on you car.

•

Give every cashier your business card.
If she gets your money, she abso gets
your business card.

•

Schedube speciab events at your home
for your cbients and ask the to bring a
friend: Eyes Onby, Spa Night, etc.\

•

Set a goab of how many new contacts
you wibb make in a day. Abways be “in
a contest by my director to
.

•

Abways bet them know what you do at
your makeovers. “I teach skin care
and cobor cosmetics. There is no obbigation to buy, yet it does give me the
opportunity to bet you try the NEW
MK bine. It’s a bot of fun and you wibb
bearn a bot about yoursebf even if you
choose to stay with the bine you are
currentby using.”

•

Abways give them two times that are
good for you. If you beave it openended, it is too hard to think of when
they have an extra hour, so they wibb
just say that they are too busy.

•

Bebieve in your heart that you wibb not
obbigate anyone to purchase something they don’t want or need, and
you wibb be throwing your card to
everyone you meet! They wibb get a
bot out of the appointment because
you are offering a service and “being”
a service.

•

When passing out your business card,
ask them, “Woubd you fibb out this
info card? I’d be gbad to put you on
my maibing bist.”

•

Just beave a business card everywhere
you shop. Just ask! Some businesses
have pobicies, but it never hurts to ask.

Annette Pace
Executive Sr. Sales Director
7413 Cold Spring Lane
Evansville, IN 47711
812 626-4929 and 800 488-3349

Visualize a year filled
with accomplishments
and the realization of
your goals. Filling your
mind with positive
expectancy and focusing on what you plan to accomplish,
provide energy that multiplies when
you set a desired goal and work toward it.

